
 

Gemvision Matrix V8.0 |VERIFIED|

matrix uses v-ray, and cinema 4d is able to use its own version of v-ray as a plug in. this means it may be possible to export the rendering setup from matrix, and then
import it into c4ds version of v-ray. youd also need to export the cad file into c4d as well, and link the two up. ive never tested it though so i dont know how it would

work. matrix uses v-ray, and cinema 4d is able to use its own version of v-ray as a plug in. this means it may be possible to export the rendering setup from matrix, and
then import it into c4ds version of v-ray. youd also need to export the cad file into c4d as well, and link the two up. 3.one big change in the interface is the addition of a

toolbar. the toolbar gives you access to every command and item in rhino and matrix gold. thats great if you have a complex scene. however, if you have a simple
scene, and only need to access one or two commands, its less efficient to open up a panel just to access a simple tool. this should be pretty simple. if you set matrixgold
up in the right way, the dat files should automatically be converted into the stl format. if its not, you need to export a stl file with freecad and import that into matrixgold.
no, because rhinogold doesn't have the stl functions. rhinogold is strictly a rhino interface for matrix files. freecad is the only program that can export.stl files from rhino.

the stl files can be imported into rhinos default.stl functions. software that is stable and works well is a big help when trying to learn how to design jewellery. theres
many other programs out there, but if youd like a good program, you can choose matrix. there are a lot of online tutorials out there which give you a lot of the basics.

this is a good guide to how to use the program.
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Gemvision Matrix V8.0

in rhino, you can select
individual pieces to bring up a

new dialog box that contains the
information about the selected
piece. in matrix, you can select

multiple pieces at once and
bring up a dialog box that

displays all the information for
the selected pieces. i have been

using matrix for over 2 years
now, and i can say that there are
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no limitations as far as the
jewelry making applications go.
rhino is a great program and i

would like to see it stick around,
but i believe that matrix is the

better choice for jewelry making.
i recently found out about rhino
3d and matrix while looking into
the new software, and i started

playing with the software. i
found out that matrix was free

for a certain amount of time, and
so i decided to install it. after

installing it, i started toying with
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it and began to develop my
ideas. although rhino is a very

powerful modeling and
rendering software, it has limited

functionality. this is where
matrix comes in. rhino has a lot

of features for general modeling,
but it lacks some of the features
that are needed in fine jewelry
design. for example, rhino does
not support gemstone cutting,

engraving, or setting. the
workflow in matrix is designed to
be very intuitive, especially for
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beginners. i've worked with a lot
of 3d software and i can tell you

that in some cases it is very
intuitive and in other cases it is
very difficult to use. gemvision
uses rhino for its cad engine.

rhino is like most cad software,
so it needs a program like adobe
photoshop to render its cad files.
rhino can read files created with
a program called dae, a version
of adobe illustrator. you can find

dae files and download them
from the internet for free. you
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can then open them in rhino,
and create your own gems. there
are a lot of different tutorials out
there on how to use dae files in

rhino, so i wont go into too much
detail here. however, the

following tutorial is a good place
to start: 5ec8ef588b
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